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We want to make it Simple to Be Safe. 

Simple to Be Safe

Maersk Drilling truly wants to bring our people Out Of 
Harm’s Way. We are challenging the way we work with 
safety, not only as a priority but as a commitment. 

This starts with asking our frontline 
colleagues what they need to stay 
safe and efficient. We are thinking 
out of the box for ways to eliminate 
risk. Nobody should ever be in doubt 
as to how to perform a task safely. 

We are removing complexity and 
reducing administration so we have 
more time for safety conversations. 
We are innovating new solutions 
to digitise and make our work 
processes more visible. 
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Delivering operational 
excellence with innovation

We are a leader in the harsh environment sector and have a strong 
track record in deepwater drilling. Our fleet is one of the youngest 
and most advanced in the industry, comprising advanced drillships, 
deepwater semi-submersibles and high-end jack-up rigs. 

For over 40 years, we’ve been working closely with our customers to 
deliver safe and efficient drilling campaigns. Our highly skilled and 
committed workforce of on- and offshore professionals is recognised 
for their technical skills, operational excellence and for solving 
complex problems. 

Today, we’re increasingly providing third-party services and partnering 
with our customers on innovative technologies and new commercial 
models. Together, we’re reducing the complexity, cost, and risk of 
drilling campaigns to improve the competitiveness of offshore oil  
and gas for our customers.

Jørn Madsen
CEO, Maersk Drilling

Maersk Drilling provides offshore drilling 
services to oil companies in major oil 
basins around the world. 
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“ Our fleet is one of the youngest  
and most advanced in the industry, 
comprising advanced drillships, 
deepwater semi-submersibles and  
high-end jack-up rigs. ”
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Smarter Drilling  
for Better Value
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Smarter Drilling for Better Value is 
Maersk Drilling’s response to this.  
It combines innovative technologies 
with new commercial models to 
reduce waste and inefficiency 
across all the activities delivered  
on a well.

We provide solutions that plan, 
orchestrate and integrate the 
services involved in a drilling 
campaign. By improving co-
ordination and simplifying 

interfaces across the supply chain, 
we aim to reduce overall NPT, 
increase efficiency and improve 
safety for our customers.

We’re also building new types of 
alliances with our customers that 
take a longer-term time horizon, 
align incentives and create value 
for the partners. Together, we’re 
lowering the cost per barrel and 
improving the competitiveness  
of offshore oil and gas.

Offshore oil and gas is in a race to produce the  
most competitive barrel of oil. With dozens of  
different suppliers and multiple interfaces 
involved, the process of delivering a well safely,  
on time and within budget has become more 
complex for operators than it needs to be. 

Non-productive time (NPT) 
is often 20–25% across all 

suppliers on a well

20–25% 
NPT

It can take over 60 suppliers 
and 6,000 invoices to drill 

an offshore well

60+ 
suppliers

Every hour spent on a well counts –  
there’s a lot to play for

Our joint challenge:
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Uptime and efficiency are 
maximised through dual pipe 
handling. While one string is 
working in the main well centre, 
a second string of casing, drill 
pipe or bottomhole assembly 
in the auxiliary well centre can 
be both assembled and racked 
back in the setback area for 

later use, assembled and run 
in the auxiliary well centre, or 
disassembled and laid out on 
deck. Dual mud systems ensure 
efficient change between mud 
types and completion fluids. 

A 165MT NOV heave 
-compensated knuckle-boom 
crane is installed with winch for 

deployment of subsea trees 
and other subsea components 
up to 100MT over the  
side of the rig to 10,000ft  
water depth.

Mærsk Deliverer also has 
substantial accommodation 
for 180 people and 
considerable storage and 

tank capacities for long range 
and extended operational 
capabilities. In addition to 
DP2 the rig is equipped with 
an 8 point mooring system, 
upgradable to 12 point.

The Mærsk Deliverer is a DSS-21 column-
stabilised dynamically positioned semi-
submersible drilling rig, able to operate in  
water depths up to 10,000ft. 

The design and capacities of the unit includes features  
for high-efficiency operation such as dual derrick and 
large subsea work, deck storage and well test areas.  
The rig is designed specifically for exploratory, appraisal 
and development drilling. 
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Main

features

1 x 165MT active heave 
subsea knuckle boom cranes 

w/10,000ft wire

DP Class 2–total installed 
power 38.7MW

165MT

5,000MT  
pontoon load

1,500MT  
column load

Maximum rated water depth 
of 3,000m (10,000ft)

Derrick rated  
for 2,000,000lbs 
on main and 
1,500,000lbs on 
aux, 3,000,000lbs 
combined load

3,000m

Total payload

4 x Wirth TPK 7½ x 14/2200 - 
7,500psi mud pumps

8 x MISwaco BEM  
650 Shakers

8 x Wärtsilä LIPS 
Thrusters–Type 
FS3500-671  
N4–4,000kW

13,500MT

8 x shakers
7,000MT  

variable deck load

Brine and base oil capacities 
–750m3/4,718bbls Aker clip lock 75ft riser

750m3 75ft riser

Plus...
•   Full NOV topside package  

1,000sT main/750sT aux 

•   NOV HPS 1000 on main and NOV 
HPS 750 on aux

•   Crown-mounted AH/PH 
compensator on both  
well centres

•   Advanced multi-machine  
control for automated pipe 
handling functionality

•   6 cavity 15,000 psi Hydril GE RAM 
BOP w/2 x 10,000psi annular 
preventers and 15,000 psi choke 
and kill manifold 

•   6 x N-Line Riser Tensioners – 
3,600,000lbs

•   Bulk and cement – 
8x170m3/48,000ft3 total in 8 silos 

•   Total mud capacity 
(active and reserve pits) – 
3,000m3/18,870bbls
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Water depth record deployment of PMCD
Operating in a water depth of  
2,855m offshore of Malaysia,  
the Mærsk Deliverer in collaboration  
with Weatherford successfully 
deployed pressurised mud cap drilling 
as the optimal solution to drill the 
Tepat-1 exploration well for Total  
E&P Malaysia. 

The operation was a success and 
set the record for the deepest water 
deployment of PMCD in the industry 
to date.

Creating local content in Angola

During Mærsk Deliverer’s four 

years of operation in Angola, 

the employment of locals 

both offshore and onshore 

continuously increased.

Integration of the local workforce 
in Angola was a proven success 
– both in terms of generating 
local content and the operational 
performance. 

By 2016, the local employment 
percentage had increased to more 
than 60%, as a result of solid 
succession planning and training of 
local trainees.

Simultaneously the rig continously 
delivered a great operational 
performance that was awarded 
Chevron’s Wellsafe Cert, the second 
Rig in Africa to achieve this, and the 
Maersk Drilling ‘Safe Rig of the Year 
2015’ award.

Experience
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Built in: 2009

Countries operated in: Angola Ghana East Timor Ivory Coast

Liberia Malaysia Mauritania Namibia

Senegal

Customers worked with: Dana Petroleum Petronas Hess Ophir

African Petroleum Lukoil Vanco Enigma Oil & Gas

Chevron Total E&P JX Nippon ENI

Chariot Oil

Operational experience: HPHT PMCD Completions H2S

Workovers P&A XMT Installation

GHANA
MALAYSIA

EAST TIMOR

SENEGAL
MAURITANIA

LIBERIA

IVORY COAST

ANGOLA

NAMIBIA
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Main dimensions Imperial Metric

Total (length/width) 384ft/256ft 117m/78m

Main moon pool dimensions 108.3ft x 29.5ft 33m x 9m

Length of pontoons 376ft 114.5m

Pontoon (width/height) 57ft/33ft 17.5m/10m

Columns 55ft x 57ft 17m x 17.5m

Upper hull (length/width) 259ft/258ft 78.5m/78m

Draft operational (max/min) 67.3ft/60.7ft 20.5m/18.5m

Draft transit 31.8ft 9.7m

Main dimensions
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Operational capabilities Imperial Metric

Drilling depth 40,000ft 12,000m

Drilling water depth 10,000ft 3,048m

Riser tensioner load 3,600,000lbs 1,633MT

Hook load static (main) 2,000,000lbs 907MT

Hook load static (aux) 1,500,000lbs 680MT

Maximum design limits
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Variable load capacity Imperial Metric

Variable deck load (max/design)  7,000MT/4,330MT

Variable column load (max/design)  1,500MT/71MT

Variable pontoon load (max/design)  5,000MT/1,651MT

Total payload (max/design)  13,500MT/7,000MT

Pipe rack area 10,765ft2 1,000m2

Setback load 2,646,000lbs 1,200MT

Main dimensions
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Environmental design limits

Drilling Metric

Air gap 7.7-9.7m

Sign. wave height 5.8m

Wave period, Tp 13.7s

Wind velocity (1-min) 21m/s

Current velocity (surface) 1.4m/s

Survival Metric

Air gap 12.2m

Sign. wave height 12.2m

Wave period, Tp 16.7s

Wind velocity (1-min) 55.6m/s
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Storage capabilities

Storage capabilities Imperial Metric

Drill water 12,580bbls 2,000m³

Potable water 5,032bbls 800m³

Fuel oil 25,160bbls 4,000m³

Brine 4,718bbls 750m³

Base oil 4,718bbls 750m³

Liquid mud (surface pits) 9,435bbls 1,500m³

Liquid mud (pontoons) 9,435bbls 1,500m³

Bulk mud 24,000ft³ 680m³

Bulk cement 24,000ft³ 680m³

Sack material 2,160ft³ 200m³

Accommodation 180 people 180 people
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Well control equipment

Each MUX cable is outfitted with both a fibre-optic and a copper control 
cable, providing double redundancy for our GE BOP MUX control 
system. The Mærsk Deliverer can independently control both pods 
using only one MUX cable. This cross-over function between the blue 
and yellow pod, with two SEMs in each pod, delivers unparalleled 
redundancy in subsea BOP operations.

Operating system pressure on both the BSR and the CSR systems 
has been upgraded from 3000 to 5,000psi, allowing shearing of heavy 
walled landing strings and 6⅝” drill pipe tool joints. 

  GE Hydril Compact 183/4” 15K 
dual annular 6 ram stack

  Vetco 183/4” 15K Super HD H4 
wellhead connector

  2 x Hydril GX 183/4” 10K  
annular preventer

  1 x Vetco 183/4” 15K ExF high 
angle release H-4 riser connector

  The lower ram can be configured 
as a test ram 

  Aker clip 75ft riser with two 
15,000psi choke and kill lines, 
one 7,500psi booster line, two 
hydraulic conduit lines. Total 
storage capacity 126 joints 
racked vertically 

  N-Line Riser Tensioning system – 
6 x 700kips (3,600,000 kips)  

  Gas handler for safe evacuation 
through choke manifold of gas 
trapped in marine riser 

Equipment
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Drill floor

With a full NOV topside package, the Maersk Deliverer is equipped 
with advanced multi-machine control for automated pipe handling 
functionality, which reduces the risk of human failure and in addition 
greatly improves the speed of repeated functions such as tripping.

Primary mover is a pipe handling knuckle-boom crane feeding two 
horizontal pipe conveyor/skate systems. 

There are two V-door stand-building and tripping machines, and  
two column rackers for pipe handling and two iron roughnecks.  
Two hoisting/rotary systems deliver full dual activity, enabling 
significant reduction of surface hole activities. Offline casing make-
up capability drill string/casing vertical setback designed for 3” – 16”.  
Tubulars are racked in nominal 135ft stand lengths.

  Derrick rated for 2,500,000lbs on main and 
1,500,000lbs on aux providing 3,000,000lbs 
combined derrick load 

  Travelling equipment capacity on main 
side is 2,000,000lbs and on the Aux side is 
1,500,00lbs

  Crown-mounted AH/PH compensator on both 
well centres

  Top drive main: NOV HPS 1000 rated at 
1000MT with dual GEB AC motors. Maximum 
continuous drilling torque 90,800ft-lbs  
and maximum intermittent drilling  
torque 125,500ft-lbs 

  Top drive AUX: NOV HPS 750 rated at 750MT 
with GEB 20B AC motor. Maximum continuous 
drilling torque 64,175ft-lbs and maximum 
intermittent drilling torque 96,000ft-lbs 

  Drawworks main: Wirth/GH 6000 EG-AC

  Drawworks aux: Wirth/GH 4500 EG-AC

  RST 60.5 on both main and aux well centre

  NOV Hydratong Iron Roughnecks on both 
main and aux well centre – MU 140,000Nm/ 
103,000ft-lbs, BO 200,000Nm/147,000ft-lbs

  2 x rise and pipe catwalk machines servicing 
both well centres

  2 x NOV Hydrarackers operable on both  
well centres

  2 x of the following: spinning guide arms, 
upper guide arms, pipe tail in arms, vertical 
pipe chutes, V-door machines

  Drill pipe, casing and riser setback areas are 
located 22m below the rig floor level, providing 
a lower centre of gravity that allows the rig 
to move between wells without laying out 
stands of DP

  12MMscfd MGS with 12” vent line

  Racking capacity:

 • 16” casing – 78 stands

 • 14” or 135/8” casing – 84 stands

 • 133/8” casing – 90 stands

 • 117/8” or 113/4” casing – 96 stands

 • 103/4” or 97/8” casing – 102 stands

 • 7 to 95/8” casing – 114 stands 

 • 65/8” DP – 78 stands

 • 57/8” DP – 84 stands

 • 5” DP – 90 stands

 • 3½” DP – 54 stands x 133ft

 • 63/4” DC or 65/8” HWDP – 96 stands
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Fluids system

The Mærsk Deliverer is designed to handle dual 
drilling fluid systems simultaneously. This ensures 
efficient change between mud types and completion 
fluids, and simultaneous mixing and transfer of two 
mud types when required. 

The mud-holding capacity of the rig is in excess of 
18,000bbls (9,435bbls active and 9,435bbls reserve), 
reducing the frequency of supply boat trips and 
removing the need to back load one type of mud to 

take on another, leading to reduced logistic costs  
for the operator.

Eight MI Swaco BEM650 shale shakers and four 
Clean-Cut Cuttings Blowers allows for increased 
drilling speed in large diameter holes with associated 
high volumes of cuttings. Shaker and header-box 
setup allows for separation of WBM and OBM/SBM 
systems, thereby eliminating cleaning time on critical 
path when switching between mud systems.

  4 x Wirth TPK 7½ x 14/2200 – 
7,500psi mud pumps

  8 x MISwaco BEM 650 shakers

  2 x MI Swaco/CD-1400  
vertical degassers

  4 x MI Swaco CleanCut Cuttings 
Blowers (CCB) model B

  Dual mud system ensuring 
efficient change between mud 
types and completion fluids 

  Total mud capacity  
(active and reserve pits) –  
3,000m3/18,870bbls 

  Slug pit capacity –  
3 x 21m3/390bbls

  Slop pit capacity – 1 x 21m3  
+ 1 x 27m3 + 1 x 28m3/477bbls

  Processing tanks

  Trip tank – 2 x 10m3/63bbls 

  Brine capacity –  
750m3/4,718bbls

  Base oil capacity –  
750m3/4,718bbls

  Bulk and cement – 2 x 
680m3/48,000ft3 total in 8 silos
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Material handling

Two main cranes cover the rig, with the port side 
crane being a 165MT heave compensated knuckle 
boom crane able to deploy subsea trees and other 
modules in depths up to 10,000ft. A dedicated pipe 
handling crane covers the drill pipe and casing 
storage deck areas. 

A gantry crane covers the riser bay, ensuring safe 
and efficient handling. In the moon pool both the BOP 
and subsea trees are handled by dedicated, guided 
gantry cranes and carriers.

  1 x 165 MT NOV active heave 
compensated knuckle boom 
crane with auxiliary whip line 
hoist with SWL 15MT at 50m

  1 x 60MT Favco crane. 50m 
max reach, SWL 60MT at 20m 
dynamic

  1 x NOV knuckle boom pipe-
handling crane w/gripper yoke. 
30m reach, SWL 12MT at 10m  

  1 x 40MT riser gantry crane  
for vertical handling of risers and 
slip joints

  2 x 125MT BOP gantry cranes on 
main deck enabling LMRP and 
BOP to be individually set back

  400MT BOP transporter in the 
moon pool.

  1 x 230MT track mounted 
subsea tree carrier

  1 x 160MT rail mounted flatbed 
utility transporter in moon pool 

  2 x 100MT flatbed skids on port 
main deck at the end of the 
moon pool

  2 x 50MT subsea tree overhead 
gantry cranes in moon pool

  2 x forklifts, one 3MT SWL  
and one 1.2MT SWL
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Accommodation

The rig provides accommodation for 180 people in 10 single-berth cabins 
and 85 twin-berth cabins, with ample office spaces and conference 
rooms for clients and third-party service contractors including large  
open office areas. Recreation rooms have a total area of 270m2.

4. Introduction 6. Strategy 12. Dimensions8. Rig capabilities 10. Experience

  Total beds: 180 POB

 •  10 x single-berth cabins with 
private toilet

 •  85 x twin-berth cabins with 
private toilet

  2 x company representative 
offices, with 2 desks each

  1 x open office with 10 desks for 
client and third-party personnel

  1 x open office with 8 desks for 
Maersk Drilling personnel 

  2 x conference rooms seating 
10 people each, which can be 
joined to form one common large 
conference room

  1 x helicopter lounge with seating 
for 30+ personnel

  2 x recreation rooms for  
non-smokers

  2 x recreation rooms for smokers

  1 x library/quiet room

  1 x  gym

  1 x games room

  Main mess seating: 82

  Aux mess seating: 12

  Prayer Room
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  DP Class 2 – total installed power 
38.7MW 

  8 x Wärtsilä LIPS thrusters –  
type FS3500-671 N4 – 4,000kW

  2 x Kongsberg DGPS 700 
systems, each comprising  
1 x DGPS132 and 1 x DGPS232, 
providing enhanced GPS 
accuracy and redundancy

  Triple redundant Kongsberg 
dynamic position control  
system with software tested  
and verified by independent  
third-party (HIL test)

  2 x Hydra Acoustic Inertia 
Navigation systems (HAIN)  
offer redundancy in case of DGPS 
dropout and greatly improve 
position holding capability. 
System allows reduction of 
yellow watch circle to 10m

  Kongsberg ACS acoustic dunker 
or HIPAP hydrophones

  3 x motion reference units  
(MRU 5) 

  3 x gyro compasses, 5 x sets 
wind sensors

  8 x Wärtsilä 16V26 main engines  
– 4,960kW each

  8 x AVK156 main generators  
– 4,840kW/6,491HP each

  1 x Caterpillar 3516B emergency 
engine  – 1,500kW

  1 x AVK/DSG 86M1-4 emergency 
generator – 1,500kW/1,875HP

  4 x Norsafe motorised fully 
enclosed (90 men) lifeboats

Power supply

The Mærsk Deliverer is designed with a DP-2 dynamic positioning system. Additional 
built-in redundancy in critical systems allows for normal maintenance with no or limited 
impact on the safety and efficiency of operations. The updated power management 
system has the one of the most efficient black-out recovery configurations available today. 
This will ensure greatly enhanced overall safety.
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Top view

Rig drawings 
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Side view
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DISCLAIMER: The content of this brochure is indicative only and does not constitute a legal specification of any kind.

Head office:
Maersk Drilling
Lyngby Hovedgade 85
2800 Kgs. Lyngby
Denmark
Telephone: +45 63 36 00 00
www.maerskdrilling.com

Visiting offices:

Denmark
Lyngby Hovedgade 85
2800 Kgs.  
Lyngby
Denmark

Norway
Moseidveien 19
P.O. Box 134 Forus
4065 Stavanger
Norway

Aberdeen
City Wharf
Shiprow
Aberdeen  
AB11 5BY 
United Kingdom

Ghana
2nd Floor, One Airport Square
Plot 21
Airport City
Accra
Ghana

Singapore
200 Cantonment Road
#06-02 Southpoint
Singapore 089763

USA
2500 City West Boulevard
Suite 1850
Houston
Texas 77042
USA

Follow us to learn more 

www.linkedin.com/company/maerskdrilling 

www.facebook.com/maerskdrilling 

www.twitter.com/maerskdrilling 

www.instagram.com/maerskdrilling


